Utilizing a logic model to identify clinical research problems: a lesson from philosophy of science
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Abstract: Communication and decision making in the health care workplace often involve finding solutions to ill-structured problems in uncertain, dynamic environments influenced by the competing interests of multiple stakeholders. In this environment, doctoral-prepared nurses who practice as administrators, policy makers, or advanced practice practitioners are often compelled to make important decisions based upon evaluating the merit of colleagues’ proposals against some desired organizational or population outcome. Of equal importance is the nurse leader’s own capacity to construct a compelling argument or proposal that will drive the organization forward to meet the evolving needs for quality health care. Where do we learn the skills necessary to foster this kind of critical thinking in our professional communications? The author suggests that one teaching–learning approach can be found through the thoughtful application of the work of British philosopher Steven Toulmin. Toulmin defined a model for both the analysis and derivation of logical arguments or proposals that can be readily learned and applied for use in health care systems. This model posits that a substantive argument or claim can be evaluated based on the assumptions it presumes (warrants) and the strength of the evidence base (backing). Several of the social science professions have adapted Toulmin’s model to generate analysis and creative solutions to complex or emergent problems. The author proposes that an application of this model be included in the pedagogy of doctoral level Philosophy of Science or Nursing Theory courses. The Toulmin process often provides the doctoral student or novice researcher with their first real learning experience in defining the scope and inherent challenges of framing a clinical issue to be the focus of their scholarly translational projects. Several illustrations, which were eventually researched and further developed for capstone scholarly projects, are presented as exemplars of this process.
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Introduction

There has long been a debate among nurse educators of doctoral students regarding the necessity of inclusion of philosophy of science courses in the standard curriculum.1,2 The core of scientific knowledge in a discipline is considered to include: concepts of knowledge, an explication of the nature of science, epistemology, scientific validation processes, the history of knowledge formation in the discipline, and theories of reasoning.3 Experienced nurse scientists would argue that the derivation of any research question does indeed require an understanding of the philosophy of nursing as a scientific discipline. Historically, university education in the liberal arts was considered incomplete without some introduction to Western philosophical thinking,
particularly those concepts that explore the analytic tradition of philosophical thought. Logic as a branch of philosophy, deals in the application of well-justified procedures for reasoning to a conclusion. Facility with the methods of logic is particularly useful in helping graduate students to begin to develop advanced critical thinking skills. The study of the concepts related to logic and logic models can be considered intrinsic to the development of the novice nursing scholar learning to initiate scientific research methods. In the clinical application of logic reasoning, the learner or nurse researcher uses inductive and deductive reasoning skills for both beginning hypothesis formation and confirmation. The initiation of the nursing scholarly process traditionally begins by defining a clinical or systems problem. The generation of a well-constructed, logical problem statement or argument is a skill that is fundamental to any scholarly project. The intent of this paper is to describe a method for linking the practical application of logical reasoning as taught in a philosophy of science course to the nursing research and scholarship processes required of doctoral students. To this end, Toulmin’s Model of Logical Argument has been used as a guide for defining a beginning insightful research problem statement. This method has been successfully incorporated into the curriculum of graduate students enrolled in one Doctor of Nursing Practice (DNP) program, but has implications for application by interdisciplinary students and novice researchers in all of the health and social sciences. The application of logic tools to a variety of problems may well be at the forefront of 21st-century interdisciplinary knowledge building in the nursing and the health sciences.

**Toulmin model**

Twentieth-century British philosopher of science Stephen Toulmin has been credited by nurse theorists as a contributor in the evolution of contemporary nursing science. His work offered a new definition of what comprises a scientific “discipline”, allowing for a more distinct role for professional practice within the generation and application of a body of knowledge. Furthermore, he emphasized the necessity of scientific concepts that are not only basic to a discipline, but are also mutually shared among practice disciplines at their conceptual foundations. It is the evolution of these concepts over time, reflection, discourse, and practice that create change in practice disciplines such as nursing and the health sciences.

One conceptual framework that has emerged within the practice of the social and health sciences is that of the necessity for logical appraisal of facts and propositions that may form an evidence base for research, as well as practice. Toulmin constructed a model that can be adapted for use in both the derivation and analysis of logical arguments or problem statements that arise within a practice discipline. Toulmin’s original purpose was to deconstruct or analyze the validity of both philosophical and practical arguments by breaking them down into their constituent parts. His approach was based on the concept that rigorous arguments to be effective must present information that can be substantiated and as close to the known truth as possible. Therefore, the argument should be based upon the strongest available evidence that has been demonstrated in the context in which the argument or problem has been derived. This philosophical approach not only resonates today in contemporary legal and political arguments, but has also been adapted for application to the presentation of arguments or problems in the social sciences.

The Toulmin model is rooted in a synthesis of concepts derived from inductive reasoning and logic theory. This model posits that a substantive argument (claim) can be evaluated based on the assumptions it presumes (warrants) and the strength of the evidence base (backing). The diagram in Figure 1 illustrates the basic model components, as well as the dynamic interrelationships between these elements.

In the Toulmin model, the “claim” is the statement being argued by the presenter. It usually addresses some issue that is in dispute on which the presenter has taken a stand. This issue could well be the identification of a clinical problem, thesis, or hypothesis. Alternatively, the claim is often a proposed solution to some existing problem in a discipline or practice. The “data”, which may also be referred to as the “grounds” in a legal argument, is the empirical evidence that supports the claim. It is usually connected to the claim with the word “because” and is the presenter’s justification of, or solution to an argument or problem. The “warrants” are series of logical statements that support a connection between the claim and the initial data. These statements are usually a series of universally accepted beliefs, values, or knowledge held by a discipline or an organization. It is essential to the success of the argument that the audience supports or “buys into” these assumptions; otherwise, there may not be a consensus for the basis of an argument. The “backing” is the body of evidence that allows you to support the truth of a warrant. The backing may include differing levels of evidence such as evidence from previous clinical trials, expert testimony, case history, statistics, rules, or laws. It is also essential that the backing is well documented within the same discipline from which the argument or problem arose. The backing
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further provides evidence to support the warrant, not necessarily the original claim. In this way, the backing represents a step in the process of creating the overall logic and truth of the claim. The more warrants and backing presented in the argument, the stronger the argument will become. Any factual exception to an argument may potentially derail the argument. Therefore, “rebuttals” are anticipated before the argument is presented to the audience. The rebuttals are counterarguments or statements that indicate conditions or situations when the general argument would not hold true. Anticipation of potential rebuttals to the argument permits the presenter to address these discrepancies in advance by qualifying the argument or problem. The “qualifiers” are statements that propose the specific conditions under which the general argument is true.14,15

Class exercise

As one of the assignments in the philosophy of science course, DNP students are required to critically consider a clinical or health care systems problem statement for which they hold a strong opinion as to possible solution. They must construct, label, and analyze these logical arguments according to Toulmin’s model (Table 1).7 The argument is further developed into a paper through the students’ organization and evaluation of the evidence that they discover in researching the information needed to provide warrants and backing. In a practical way, this exercise accomplishes the following learning outcomes, with regard to the DNP’s synthesis of logical thinking: 1) enables systematic deconstruction and analysis of a proposal or argument for its evidence base; 2) creates insight into the “holes” or lack of substantiation in an argument/proposal; 3) helps one to strengthen an argument/proposal by anticipating rebuttals/challenges; 4) promotes consideration of counterarguments before an original idea or proposition is presented; and 5) strengthens the DNP’s creative synthesis of logical thought to problem-solving behaviors and proposals.11

In the first 5 years of the doctoral program, over 80 DNP students have enrolled in the philosophy of science course. These graduate students have constructed many innovative, original logical arguments within the domain of advanced practice health care using this adaptation of the Toulmin model.7 The majority of these novice scholars go on to build upon this beginning problem statement to
create their evidence-based scholarly project required for graduation. In this course, the process derived from the Toulmin model has been applied to the construction of an argument framework for defining and clarifying a clinical issue or health policy for further study. The following logical argument examples are illustrative of the type of domain-specific arguments that can be derived as a basis for scholarly nursing work:

**Example 1**

African-American diabetics who have home-based nutrition visits have better outcomes (claim) because the visits are patient-centered and more convenient for the patient (data). Home visits increase diet compliance (warrant), because the visits are usually individualized to the patient’s cultural background. Studies suggest that 3.7 million of all non-Hispanic blacks, aged 20 years and older, have diagnosed and undiagnosed diabetes (backing).

**Example 2**

Health promotion and disease prevention when taught through school programs that promote physical activity, appropriate nutrition education, and general well-being in children have better outcomes for promoting healthy adult lifestyle choices (claim), because providing education on healthy lifestyles during childhood is more effective than trying to make changes as an adult (“School Health Programs: Improving the Health of Our Nation’s Youth”, 2010) (backing). School health programs are supported by taxes and increase the individual citizen’s financial burden (rebuttal). Current health care indices suggest that poor health choices lead to increased use of health care services (backing), which are most frequently used by the uninsured (backing).

**Example 3**

Federal disaster medical workers should be trained to care for victims of sexual violence during disaster response efforts (claim) because there is an increase in sexual violence incidents that occur during disasters (data). Post-traumatic stress disorder is a known health response for both disaster and sexual violence victims and negatively impacts long-term health outcomes (warrant). Females are a particularly vulnerable population and experience the highest rate of sexual violence (warrant).

**Example 4**

Increasing access to primary health care for all Americans prevents overutilization of Emergency Room (ER) departments for primary care services (claim). The lack of health care access is driving a paradigm shift in the provision of care (warrant). Implementation of the health care bill lies in the hands of the president and Congress (backing). Opponents fear quality of health care will decrease due to the larger numbers of patients covered (rebuttal). Health care access is a matter of social justice for all Americans (warrant, qualification).

**Example 5**

Special Operations Forces medical personnel in Afghanistan should refocus their counterinsurgency health care strategy to reflect the most pressing issue for rural Afghan people: maternal infant mortality (claim). Every 27 minutes, an Afghan mother dies from preventable perinatal complications (backing). The Special Operations Forces medical mission is to provide direct care and health education to indigenous people (warrant). This direct care to Afghan females is not sustainable (rebuttal). Special Operations Forces personnel, including NPs, could instruct Afghan medical personnel in pregnancy-related care as a part of their mission (qualifier).

**Example 6**

Every minority female should receive education both on breast cancer awareness and breast cancer screening (claim) because providing education and screening to this group of females will decrease the number of deaths from breast cancer in this population (data). Minority females die from breast cancer at higher rates than their Caucasian counterparts (warrant). Minority females are diagnosed at later stages of breast cancer, thus increasing the chances of mortality from breast cancer (backing).
Example 7
Mental health services for children and families are inadequate (claim) because of limited access (data). The current mental health system is fragmented (warrant) and the resources to provide care are limited (warrant). A coordinated system of care will help to improve access to services (backing). Improved access to services will improve health outcomes (backing). It will be difficult to coordinate the services of the differing agencies (rebuttal), but the continued research on the successful outcomes of the different systems will assist in providing best practice information for improving the quality of mental health services to children and their families (qualifier).

Example 8
State governors should accept the Medicaid expansion (claim) because the benefits to the state and its citizens outweigh the costs of the program (data). The governors should want all citizens to have equal access to quality health care (warrant). Only the state governor can accept the Medicaid expansion (backing). With a tight state budget, the states cannot afford to lose the federal incentives to expand the program (backing). The expansion of Medicaid has benefits for patients who are uninsured, providers of uncompensated health care, the state budget, and taxpayers (backing). While the federal government will only pay for new enrollees that fit the guidelines, and only cover 100% of the costs until 2017, Medicaid expansion will benefit the state in the short run (qualifier).

Example 9
All nurse practitioners should be able to practice to the full scope of their education and training (claim) because restrictions make it more challenging for patients to access primary health care (data). Fluctuating state laws and/or policies establish boundaries on essentially every aspect of the responsibilities and practice of nurse practitioners (warrant). In 28 states and the District of Columbia, nurse practitioners are regulated by boards of nursing; in the remaining 22 states, nurse practitioners are regulated by boards of medicine (backing). Full practice authority would allow for independence of nurse practitioners and result in meeting the needs of more underserved communities (warrant). Approximately one-third of the nation has adopted full practice authority licensure, which has been shown to greatly increase access and decrease the costs of primary health care (backing). Nurse practitioners would refer all patients with presentations beyond their scope of practice to appropriate medical specialists or physicians (rebuttal).

Example 10
Diabetic patients have better medical outcomes when primary care is provided by means of the shared medical appointments versus individual office visit (claim) because peer support has been shown to improve metabolic control (data). Shared medical appointments is a conceptual model of care engaging multiple participants uniquely receiving health care and education in a group setting (warrant). Group visits have been shown to increase self-efficacy and self-management of patients with diabetes mellitus (backing). Researchers have reported improved glycemic control, as defined by the American Diabetes Association (backing). The patient should have the autonomous choice of the type of visit that best meets their needs and comfort level (qualifier).

Discussion of learning activity outcomes
Once they have stated the problem, where does the student go from here? Encouraging the student to transform an observed clinical problem into words on paper is only the beginning of the problem statement. The next step in the process logically leads them to the appropriate literature that will assist the student to discover the existing “state of the science” on that clinical problem and help to approach scientific justification of the problem as an investigative entity worthy of their intervention (Table 1).

This exercise in the philosophy of science course has two observed outcomes: the framework inherent in the Toulmin model provides structure for constructing the argument/problem statement, while at the same time, expression of the problem statement clearly leads the DNP student to examine the problem in the more pragmatic light of the domain-specific science. Students apply the steps in the Toulmin model to secure an evidence base through the identification of backing and warrants that are provided by an initial course-required review of 15–20 evidence-based, peer-reviewed research articles on their topic expressed in the problem statement (as illustrated in the examples cited earlier). Their selection of relevant literature must comprise research that supports the existence of their claim as viable, as well as research that refutes or provides a counterargument to the claim they have asserted in their problem statement. This process results in the formation and expression of a substantive problem statement that will prepare them to develop their future capstone
project. As can be seen in the examples cited earlier, the context of the problem constructs have been consistently health systems or patient-centered domain-specific issues. This requires the student to develop a beginning familiarity with the research and existing scientific background in their health care area of interest. An appropriate problem statement combines both the structured elements learned in studying and applying aspects of the Toulmin model for logical argument production, and requires the student to integrate the problem into the more domain-specific nursing setting in which the capstone DNP student practices. Thus, the purpose of this learning activity has supported the assertion that students who have had the philosophy of science course are better prepared to develop and envision a viable, evidence-based scholarly project in their subsequent courses.

There is only one recent study that could be identified in the nursing literature that took these concepts a step further into the clinical environment of a critical care unit (CCU). In an attempt to categorize elements inherent in the verbal exchanges that occur between CCU nurse during change of shift report, the author suggests that experienced CCU nurses exchange information concerning multiple patient problems and persuasive claims as to the care that needs to be given to those patients through a series brief, staccato statements that combine both the structured elements similar to Toulmin’s model, and domain-specific nursing and scientific knowledge. When the format and content of the statements were analyzed for 20 nurse pairs over a 6-month period, it was found that these nurses consistently employed arguments or problem statements that were based on “backing”, as described in a process similar to that in the Toulmin model. In other words, the more experienced the nurse the more warrants and data they were able to provide for needed patient interventions. In a very pragmatic way, the professional subject in this study incorporated domain-specific suggestions and interventions for the care of their patients who adequately reflected the resources, technology, and skills available in the CCU environment. While the course activity presented in this paper has not directly been studied with graduate nurses, this study does suggest that the possibility of teaching nurses to logically identify both structured and domain-specific aspects of health care problems is a type of learning that can be transmitted and continued into clinical practice.

Summary and conclusions

The study of philosophy of science can provide a useful framework for nursing students to begin to understand the underpinnings of theories and conceptual models that have formed the basis of nursing as a discipline and as a field of inquiry. Emerging evidence and academic discourse support the notion that the transformation of doctoral students into productive nurse scientists requires that they can develop practical applications of philosophic reasoning to the future of scientific inquiry and nursing knowledge. Doctoral programs present a rich epistemological environment where future nurse researchers and clinically proficient practitioners can acquire the skills and reasoning processes required to read critically, to question extant assumptions, and to discriminate among alternative propositions to advance evidence-based nursing knowledge.

Since the days of Aristotle, philosophers have contended that the pathway to the advancement of knowledge is through an understanding of reasoned facts. This process began with Aristotle’s notion of the syllogism. In contemporary philosophy of science, the application of critical thinking models has been attempted in graduate education. Several of the social science professions have adapted Toulmin’s model (particularly the structural emphasis on identification of claims, backings, and warrants) to generate descriptive and normative, domain-specific analyses of the facts and statements presented in logical arguments, problems, or propositions. One fundamental characteristic of a profession is that its knowledge base is constantly evolving. The aim of contemporary philosophy of science in nursing would do well to transform abstract concepts into ideas that are more accessible for practice. Pedagogy that implements critical thinking skills is essential for future competence and practice in the contemporary milieu of a complex health care environment. In a practice discipline such as nursing, translating knowledge of an intellectual process that can have an immediate impact on a leader’s health care decision-making behaviors can serve as a valuable tool for nurse scholars. The inclusion of this content in a philosophy of science course and graduate practice can engender both insight and leadership skills that empower nurse leaders to employ substantive proposals that persuade others toward needed health care reform. Very few interdisciplinary efforts have been documented that make the concepts inherent in philosophy of science more relevant and useful for students in the science and helping professions. This paper has described a learning exercise in the philosophy of science course taught in one doctoral program. However, the concepts and processes described here can be easily adapted into the curriculum of most health and social science disciplines.

Research studies designed to measure the extent of improvement in logical/critical thinking associated with the learning model described here will be the next step in the development and application of this pedagogy in the DNP program.
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